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Abstract— Biometrics has an important role in privacy 

protection, when compared to traditional privacy protection 

methods like tokens, PIN, passwords etc. With the common 

use of fingerprint techniques in authentication systems, 

privacy protection of the fingerprint becomes an important 

issue. Traditional encryption is not sufficient for fingerprint 

privacy protection. The quality of fingerprints plays pivotal 

role in fingerprint matching. In order to improve the 

fingerprint quality, the fingerprint image is enhanced using 

laplacian pyramidal decomposition which will provide more 

help for law enforcement. In last few years, significant 

efforts have been put into developing specific protection 

techniques for fingerprint. In this paper various methods of 

biometric template protection of fingerprint by mixing the 

fingerprints or multi-biometrics has also been surveyed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fingerprint plays a pivotal role in case of personal 

identification so fingerprint has been used for a very long 

time, fingerprint techniques are commonly used in 

authentication systems. Unlike traditional authentication 

methods like passwords, tokens, and smartcards, fingerprint 

authentication recognition systems doesn’t need to be 

memorize their passwords or tokens. Besides, passwords can 

be stolen or may get forgotten or exchanged. So automated 

human identification using physiological and/or behavioral 

characteristics- biometrics is more mapped to new civilian 

applications for commercial use[1]. Fingerprint recognition 

is one of the leading biometric technologies based on 

fingerprint uniqueness, persistence and ease of acquirement. 

Biometrics is a significant biological attribute used for 

identification of an individual.  

The image quality has an important role in 

performance of biometric systems. The quality is defined as 

a measure of the extractability of the features used for 

recognition such as minutiae. The quality of fingerprint 

depends on size of fingerprint, pressure, humidity, amount 

of dirt etc. The excellent quality samples result in high 

performance and poor quality samples result in low 

performance. So image enhancement is used to improve the 

image quality. Image enhancement is the most important 

step in image processing application. The objective of image 

enhancement is to increase the visual perception of the 

image so that they are more suitable for human viewers or 

machine vision applications. In image processing 

technology, image enhancement means improving the 

quality of image through a wide range of techniques such as 

contrast enhancement, color enhancement, edge emphasis, 

dynamic range expansion, noise removal and so on. 

Enhancement is a process for improving the appearance or 

stability for particular image. In fingerprint recognition 

system the enhancement is an important step, it provides a 

quality image, so that the feature extractor can obtain correct 

minutiae. Minutiae are local discontinuities in the 

fingerprint pattern[2]. The overall performance of the 

system depends highly on the fingerprint image quality i.e. a 

good quality input image gives a good performance whereas 

a poor quality image gives a poor performance. A 

fingerprint image contains region of good, medium and poor 

quality, where the ridge and valley pattern are very noisy 

and corrupted or distorted. 

The fingerprint image captured by the scanner is 

usually of low quality and must be enhanced before the 

feature extraction and matching processes takes place for 

authentic and reliable user identification. Enhancement of 

fingerprint images improves the ridge-valley structure, 

increases the number of correct features thereby improving 

the overall performance of the recognition system. 

The fingerprint image obtained by a scanner or 

reader is rarely of good quality. The noisy operational 

environment including the inconsistent contact of finger 

with the scanner surface, the elastic nature of the skin, the 

defects in the scanner itself, non-uniform finger pressure 

applied by the person, are few factors which cause the 

separation between the ridges and valleys less clear. The 

low quality images if directly processed for feature 

extraction will result in false features and missing of 

genuine one, which will definitely reduce the performance 

of recognition system. To overcome these nonessential 

defects, fingerprint recognition systems employ 

enhancement algorithms to improve the quality of the 

images and enhance the ridge-valley pattern before the 

extraction of main features which are required to be used in 

the recognition algorithms[3]. 

Reliable feature extraction is very important for 

accurate biometric recognition. Unfortunately feature 

extraction is corrupted by noisy input data. A method to 

enhance the quality of a given fingerprint with the purpose 

to improve the recognition performance is by using 

Laplacian Pyramidal Decomposition. A Laplacian like 

image-scale pyramid is used to decompose the original 

fingerprint into three smaller images corresponding to 

different frequency bands. As next step, filtering is 

performed using these pyramid levels and 1D Gaussians, 

where the corresponding filtering directions are derived 

from the frequency-adapted structure tensor.  

By combining two different fingerprints into a new 

identity[17]  a novel system for protecting fingerprint 

privacy is introduced. In the enrollment, two fingerprints are 

captured from two different fingers and these images are 

enhanced using Laplacian based pyramidal decomposition. 

Then next step is to extract the minutiae positions from one 

fingerprint, the orientation from the other fingerprint, and 

the reference points from both fingerprint images. Based on 

this extracted information a combined minutiae template is 

generated and stored in a database. In case of authentication, 

the system requires two query fingerprints from the same 
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two fingers which are used for the enrollment. A two-stage 

fingerprint matching process is performed for matching the 

two query fingerprints against a combined minutiae 

template. Thus storing the combined minutiae template, the 

complete minutiae features of a single fingerprint will not be 

compromised when the database is stolen. Because of the 

similarity in topology, it is difficult for the attacker to 

distinguish a combined minutiae template from the original 

minutiae templates.  

With the widespread applications of fingerprint 

techniques in authentication systems, protecting the privacy 

of the fingerprint becomes an important issue. Traditional 

encryption is not sufficient for the fingerprint privacy 

protection because decryption is required before the 

fingerprint matching, which exposes the fingerprint to the 

attacker. Therefore, in recent years, significant efforts have 

been put in developing specific protection techniques for 

fingerprint. 

As biometrics  popularity is increasing, there is 

increased concern over the loss of privacy and  potential 

misuse of  biometric data stored in the central databases. On 

the other hand, the alternative suggestion of keeping 

biometric data in smart cards does not solve the problem, 

since coiners can always claim that their card is broken to 

avoid biometric verification altogether. So it is important to 

generate a better and robust fingerprint privacy protection 

system. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many global approaches that use additional features have 

been explored to minimize the error rate in matching the 

fingerprints. The literature survey of various existing mixing 

the fingerprint techniques has been done. 

Analysis on the paper “Combining multiple 

biometrics to protect privacy,” [4] introduced a method in 

which two distinct fingerprints combined to a single identity 

either in the image level or in the feature level.As per this 

paper, the concept of combining two different fingerprints 

into a new identity as a unique identifier is first proposed 

where the novel identity is created by combining the 

minutiae positions or locations extracted from the two 

different fingerprints. Thus new identity protects the original 

minutiae locations of each fingerprint. So, it is easier for the 

attacker to identify such a new identity since it contains 

more minutiae positions than that of an original fingerprint. 

Analysis on the paper “Multi-biometric templates 

using fingerprint and voice” [5] introduced a multi-modal 

biometric verification system by mixing fingerprint and 

voice technologies. The system combines the two 

technologies at the template level, using multi-biometric 

templates. This technique combines two different biometrics 

into a new identity, by extracting the minutiae positions or 

locations from a fingerprint and the artificial points 

generated from the voice features to produce a new identity. 

The combination of fingerprint and voice data productively 

reduces privacy concerns through hiding the minutiae points 

from the fingerprint, between the artificial points produced 

by the features which are attained from the spoken utterance 

of the speaker. This method preserves privacy and increases 

the accuracy. 

Analysis on the paper “Mixing fingerprints for 

template security and privacy,” [6]  introduced  the method 

in which the input fingerprint image is mixed with another 

fingerprint that is from a different fingers, so as to produce a 

new mixed image that produces the identity of the original 

fingerprint that is difficult to understand. Mixing the 

fingerprints produces a new print that looks like a 

reasonable fingerprint and, therefore, (a) it can be practiced 

by traditional fingerprint algorithms and (b) an intruder may 

not be able to decide if a given print is mixed or not. In 

order to mix two fingerprints, each fingerprint is partitioned 

into two components, viz., the spiral and continuous 

components. Subsequent to the pre-aligning the two 

components of each fingerprint, i.e the continuous 

component of one fingerprint is combined with the spiral 

component of the other fingerprint image so as to create a  

mixed fingerprint. 

Analysis on the paper, “Mixing fingerprints for 

generating virtual identities,” [7] introduced a method in 

which combination at the feature level combines the 

continuous and spiral component of two different 

fingerprints to generate a new identity. The continuous 

component represents the orientation of the fingerprint 

image while spiral component represents the minutiae 

positions of the fingerprint image. The ridge flow of a 

fingerprint can be represented as a 2-D Amplitude and 

Frequency Modulated signal. Then phase is decomposed 

into continuous and spiral component. A remote fingerprint 

system maintains a small set of preselected fingerprints 

corresponding to multiple fingerprints. During enrollment 

local machine fragments the fingerprint into continuous and 

spiral component. To ensure the privacy of the fingerprint 

image in the local system, the remote system transmits the 

fingerprints in the auxiliary set and the local machine 

searches through the received fingerprints to locate a 

“compatible” fingerprint based on the continuous 

component of enrolled fingerprint which is then fragmented 

into continuous component and mixed with spiral 

component of enrolled fingerprint. The new mixed template 

is enrolled in the remote system database. During 

authentication, when the subject presents a sample of the left 

index finger, which is decomposed and its continuous 

component is used to search through the fingerprints in the 

auxiliary set from the remote fingerprint system to 

determine the most “compatible” fingerprint. In the local 

machine, the spiral component of enrolled template is mixed 

with the continuous component retrieved from the remote 

machine to generate a mixed fingerprint, which is then 

compared against the database entry. 

Analysis on the paper, “A novel system for 

fingerprint privacy protection,”[8] introduced  a feature 

level based technique for fingerprint privacy protection by 

combining two fingerprints into a new identity. The 

introduced method creates a new identity by combining the 

minutiae locations extracted from the a fingerprint and 

directions extracted from another fingerprint. Thus the 

original minutiae positions and orientation of first and 

second fingerprint respectively can be protected in the 

virtual identity. 

Analysis on the paper ,” Fingerprint Combination 

for Privacy Protection”[9],  introduced a novel system based 

on feature level for protecting privacy of fingerprint by 

combining two different fingerprints into a new identity. 

There are two phases - enrollment and authentication. 
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During enrollment, the fingerprints from two different 

fingers are captured, then features are extracted from both 

fingerprints. From one fingerprint, minutiae positions are 

taken and  from other fingerprint minutiae orientation are 

taken  then from both fingerprints reference-points are also 

taken and create combined minutiae template using 

combined minutiae template generation, algorithm and 

templates will be stored in a database. For authentication, 

fingerprints from two query fingerprints are taken, features 

are extracted and combined minutiae template is generated. 

For matching two query fingerprints against template of 

combined minutiae a two stage fingerprint matching process 

is done. The complete minutiae feature of single fingerprint 

will not be compromised even database is stolen. As there is 

combined minutiae template of similar topology to original 

templates it can be converted to a real look alike fingerprint 

by using a reconstruction approach. A new virtual identity is 

issued for two different fingerprint matching. The 

authentication will be successful if matching score exceeds 

the predefined threshold. 

Analysis on the paper “On mixing fingerprints”[10] 

introduces  the mixing of  two different fingerprints, related 

to two different fingers, at the image level in order to create 

a new fingerprint. To combine or  mix two fingerprints, each 

fingerprint pattern is fragmented into two different 

components- the continuous and spiral components. After 

pre-aligning the components of each fingerprint, the 

continuous component of one fingerprint is combined with 

the spiral component of the other fingerprint. the mixing of 

fingerprints has several benefits: (1)  can be used to generate 

virtual identities from two different fingers (2)  can be used 

to obscure the information present in a person’s fingerprint 

image before  storing it in a central database and (3)  can be 

used to create a cancelable fingerprint template, i.e., the 

template can be reset if the mixed fingerprint is 

compromised. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed work is based on improving the quality of 

fingerprints, which will improve the matching accuracy. In 

this method, first fingerprint images are captured from two 

fingers using fingerprint scanner and it is subjected to 

Laplacian pyramidal decomposition[16] which will enhance 

the fingerprint images. So high quality images that are 

obtained can be given for fingerprint enrollment and 

authentication and it will results in improved matching 

accuracy or performance of biometric authentication system. 

In the enrollment, the system captures two 

fingerprints from two fingers. A combined minutiae 

template containing only a partial minutiae feature of each 

fingerprint will be generated and stored in a database. In the 

authentication process, two query fingerprints from the same 

two fingers used for authentication are required. A two-stage 

fingerprint matching process is proposed for matching the 

two query fingerprints against the enrolled template. If the 

score meets the threshold, then authentication is successful, 

otherwise authentication failure. 

 
Fig. 1:  Proposed System 

The proposed system consists of two phases: 

enrolment and authentication. The fingerprints are captured 

from two different fingers - Finger A, Finger B, which are 

captured lively using fingerprint capturing machine i.e 

hardware named digitalPersona. Thus obtained fingerprints 

are used for doing experiments. The experiment was 

implemented using MATLAB (R2012a). 

A. Laplacian Pyramidal Decomposition 

The image enhancement is done using Laplacian pyramidal 

decomposition(LPD)[20] as shown in the figure 2. LPD 

means decomposing the image into different layers and 

filtering [18] is applied at each level. The image resolution 

reduces as moves above to the top of the pyramid. It is the 

highest level and having lowest resolution. After that 

process the pyramid is reconstructed using the same filtering 

methods used for pyramid decomposition and the result is 

enhanced image is obtained. 

B. Biometric System 

The enhanced images are passed to the biometric 

authentication system. First the enrolment is done using the 

fingerprint image captured and then the enhanced image is 

obtained after applying LPD. Then steps of fingerprint 

enhancement algorithm[19] is also used. Then minutiae 

features are extracted and stored as template and it is passed 

for authentication. The enrolment and verification template 

is compared and the result is accept or reject as per the 

match score. 

 
Fig. 2: Laplacian Pyramidal Decomposition 

1) Enrollment Phase: 

First the user details like name, mobile number, email-id, 

age are entered for taking individual details in relation to the 

enrolment. Then select the fingerprint A and B(fig 4(a)). 

Then enhance fingerprint images using Laplacian pyramidal 

decomposition steps - pyramid decomposition, enhance 

clarity by denoising and Weiner filtering, pyramid 

reconstructed and normalized image, then orientation 

estimation and directional filtering are done, it undergoes 

image sharpening and enhanced images of fingerprints A,B 

will be obtained(fig 4(b)). The minutiae positions of 

fingerprint A are obtained through the process like 

binarization, thinning and finding the termination points. 

Next orientation of fingerprint B is obtained. Then reference 

points from both fingerprints are obtained. Based on that 

features combined minutiae templates are generated and its 

direction are also estimated. Then it is stored in the database 

for further authentications. The PSNR value for fingerprints  

A, B are also obtained. 
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Fig. 3: Enrolment Phase 

 
Fig. 4(a): Input Images from Finger A, Finger B 

 
Fig. 4(b): Enhanced Images of Fingerprint A,B. 

2) Authentication Phase: 

First select the Query fingerprints A’ and B’. Then enhance 

fingerprint images using Laplacian pyramidal 

decomposition steps - pyramid decomposition, enhance 

clarity by denoising and Weiner filtering, pyramid 

reconstructed and normalized image, then orientation 

estimation and directional filtering are done, it undergoes 

image sharpening and enhanced images of fingerprints 

A’,B’ will be obtained. The minutiae positions of fingerprint 

A’ are obtained through the process like binarization, 

thinning and finding the termination points. Next orientation 

of fingerprint B’ is obtained. Then reference points from 

both fingerprints are obtained. Then a two stage fingerprint 

matching process is done. Based on that features create 

combined minutiae templates and its direction or orientation 

is also estimated. Then the query-minutiae is determined and 

the score for matching is calculated (ie combined minutiae 

template stored in the database and the query combined 

minutiae templates are compared)as shown in Fig. 5 .If the 

score meets the threshold, then authentication is successful, 

otherwise authentication failure. 

 
Fig. 5: Authentication Phase 

C. Performance Evaluation 

The image enhancement using the Laplacian Pyramidal 

Decomposition results in better quality of the image. So the 

proposed system produces better accuracy results when 

compared to existing system.  

 
Fig. 5: PSNR Value for Fingerprint A & B 

The PSNR value for fingerprints A,B are also 

obtained for fingerprint A the PSNR value obtained 

is18.6765 ,for Fingerprint B the PSNR value obtained is 

18.4482 . The time taken to generate the enhanced images of 

Fingerprint A’,B’ are obtained i.e 7.329 sec and 

4.2721sec.The Error Rate of the sytem is about 0.02and 

accuracy is about 99.8(approx). which is a good result. The 

time taken for authentication also is reduced due to the 

improved image quality. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the survey of various methods for 

fingerprint matching techniques of privacy protection and a 

new method for improving fingerprint quality using 

Laplacian Pyramidal Decomposition. Multi-biometric 

template scheme has been used for providing robust 

integrity among fingerprint templates and it is difficult for 

the attacker to distinguish a mixed fingerprint from the 

original fingerprints or it is not easy for the attacker to 

recover the original minutiae templates from a combined 

minutiae template or a combined fingerprint. This paper also 

highlights some schemes that provide security to the 

template by creating virtual identity that are more secure 

than traditional techniques that makes use of key or token 

for the fingerprint privacy protection. The new method 

introduced will results in improved matching accuracy or 

performance of biometric authentication system. 
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